
REPUBLICANS ARE NOT JIM CROW 

If BLM, ANTIFA, Progressives and Democrat Socialists were truly serious 

Americas social inequities an inequalities, that were a stain on America's history, 

they would not be partnering with the Democrats but would be holding the 

democrats accountable for being major contributors to America's past sins. These 

groups would put the focus on the democrats, the organization under which the 

KKK was founded.   

They were the authors of Jim Crow Laws. 

They were the enforcers of segregation. 

They were the resisters to the civil rights bill and voting rights act. 

They were the ones who put black families on welfare and hurled them into 

a generation al dependency on government handouts. 

They were (Joe Biden and Hillary Clinton) the legislators who wrote, 

supported, and implemented the 1994 Crime Bill that imprisoned thousands 

of black men taking them away from their families and communities. 

Their assault on America and all its citizens is completely misguided and 

unjustified. Claiming that every person who is not white/Caucasian is racist is 

insane. I say start with man in the mirror, ask him, “if I hate another racial group 

does that mean I'm a racist?". Without a doubt the answer is going to be: "YOU 

ARE A RACIST”! This unholy practice of using race and racism a weapon to gain 

the moral, social and political high ground is extremely dangerous moreover self-

destructive! Not only do these hate Whites, but they also hate Blacks, Hispanics, 

Jews…and everyone who opposes them. They shake-down corporations/extort 

money from them to include intimidation of elected officials to pressure them to 

bow to their demands. Their mission: To destroy this Constitutional Republic and 

replace it with socialism. 

America has come a long, long way in its relatively short history as a country. 

More particularly when it comes to right on the wrongs on racial inequalities. 

Examples: 

  

1.      Blacks do not ride in the back of the bus or yield their seats to 

whites. Blacks are not drinking from fountains that say white only and 

colored only. Blacks are not attending segregated schools. 



2.          Blacks are getting the old books from all white schools when they get     

new books. 

3.          Blacks are sitting in the balcony at movie theaters.  

4.          Blacks are waiting in the baggage rooms of bus and train stations or 

airports. 

5.          Blacks are not barred from hotels, restaurants or places that offer goods 

and services.  

6.          Blacks are not denied the right to run for public office. 

7.          Blacks can seek employment/positions in the job market 

commensurate with their qualifications. 

8.          Blacks are Governors, Mayors, Police Chiefs, City councilman., 

senators, representatives etc. 

9.          Blacks are high profile figures in corporate businesses. Sports and 

entertainment with many making millions of dollars.  

 Furthermore: 

America elected its first bi-racial President, Barack H. Obama who mostly 

identified with blackness. Be advised that white America voted for him in 

overwhelming numbers. The very people you hate and viciously call racists voted 

him into office. That is right! Obama did not get to 1600 PA Ave solely on the 

black vote. 

I say to those of you who find it fashionable and trendy to play the " I hate 

America game". ... Do yourself and the rest of America a favor and leave. Go 

elsewhere.  Denounce your citizenship and vows to never to return. Here's are a 

few suggestions that may add a touch of nobility to your image as humanitarian 

warriors for justice: 

Go to China and press Pres Xi to free the Uigurs. The Christian’s, Taiwan and 

Hong Kong. 

Go to Africa where rebels are abducting school children, women and committing 

mass murders. 

Go to Haiti where there is chaos and rampant poverty! 

Go to Russia and tell Putin to stop sending his forces into Syria and threatening 

Ukraine. 

Go to S. America and stop the cartels from running drugs, abducting children, 

engaging in sex trafficking and murder. 

Go to Iran and stop them from threatening to wipe Israel off the map. 



Turn your attention, energy and wokeness to helping people in the world who are 

truly oppressed, and you may one day you will be nominated for the Nobel Peace 

Prize.  

Let's re-image America by letting BLM and ANTIFA be in charge of the following 

for 30 days: Executive Branch, judicial system, legislative branch, national 

security and national defense foreign policy, healthcare, education, 

manufacturing, research development, space programs, corporate businesses, 

Wall Street and investment banking, community development and 

infrastructure from coast to coast. 

What would be the results? Tell me how that will end. 
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